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Abstract
Proxy signature is an active cryptographic research area. Since Mambo et al. introduced the concept of proxy signature in 1996, many proxy signature schemes have been
proposed. However, most of these previously proposed schemes are based on discrete
logarithm problems. In this paper, we would like to propose a new robust (k, n) + 1
threshold proxy signature scheme based on factoring. In this scheme, generating a valid
proxy signature needs not only any k or more members in n proxy signers but also a
trusted dealer to cooperatively sign a message. To our best knowledge, this is the ﬁrst
(k, n) + 1 threshold proxy signature scheme based on factoring.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In 1996, Mambo et al. ﬁrst introduced the concept of the proxy signature
[1,2]. In a proxy signature scheme, an original signer delegates her signing
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capability to a proxy signer, then the proxy signer can create a valid signature
on behalf of the original signer. To verify a proxy signature, a veriﬁer has to
verify both the signature itself and original signers agreement together. Generally, a proxy signature scheme should satisﬁes two basic security requirements:
• Veriﬁability: From a proxy signature, any veriﬁer can be convinced of the
original signers agreement on the signed message.
• Unforgeability: Besides the original signer, only a delegated proxy signer can
create a valid proxy signature on behalf of the original signer.
Since then, the proxy signature schemes have been widely researched, and
many proxy signature schemes were proposed [3–12]. There are several kinds
of proxy signature schemes, such as threshold proxy signature scheme, multiproxy signature scheme and various variants of these schemes etc.
The threshold proxy signature schemes were proposed [3–7]. In a (k, n)
threshold proxy signature scheme, the original signer can authorize n proxy
signers, and only the cooperation of k or more proxy members can generate
a valid proxy signature.
The multi-proxy signature scheme is a special case of the threshold proxy
signature, which was ﬁrst proposed in [8]. In a multi-proxy signature scheme,
an original signer could authorize n proxy signers as her proxy agent. Only
the cooperation of all of the signers can generate a valid proxy signature on
behalf of the original signer.
Though the threshold proxy signature and the multi-proxy signature have
been researched deeply, there still exist some issues that we should consider.
Any k or more proxy signers can cooperatively sign a message on behalf of
the original signer in a (k, n) threshold proxy signature scheme. We can make
sure that a valid signature is signed by some proxy signers, but we cannot judge
whether a certain proxy signer has participated in signing a message. Therefore,
if k or more dishonest proxy signers have signed a message, each of them can
deny what he had done.
In a multi-proxy signature scheme, only all proxy signers participate in signing a message, a valid proxy signature could be generated. Therefore, any
proxy signer cannot deny his signing behavior. However, when a proxy signer
absents, other proxy signers could not produce a valid proxy signature.
To solve the above issues, in this paper, we would like to propose a new robust (k, n) + 1 threshold proxy signature scheme based on factoring. In the
scheme, we add a new role dealer, who is trusted by both the original signer
and the proxy signers. The dealer takes charge of all proxy signature, that is
to say, the dealer participates in all signature activities. Hence, he can judge
who has taken part in signing a message. From this angle, our scheme not only
keeps the merits of general threshold proxy signature schemes, but also has
multi-proxy signature schemes advantage. Whats more, to our best knowl-
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edge, our scheme is the ﬁrst (k, n) + 1 threshold proxy signature scheme based
on factoring. Most previously proposed threshold proxy signature schemes are
all based on discrete logarithm problems, and there still does not exist an indeed threshold proxy signature scheme based on factoring.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related building technologies, such as improved RSA cryptosystem, improved
RSA signature scheme. Then we propose our scheme in Section 3 and analyze
its security in Section 4, respectively. Finally, concluding remarks are made in
Section 5.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Improved RSA cryptosystem
The improved RSA cryptosystem was proposed in [13]. Here, for convenience, we will repeat the scheme brieﬂy as follow:
Choose two large primes p, q randomly, satisfying p  q  3(mod 4). Here p,
q can be taken as security primes.
  Let N = p Æ q, then /(N) = (p  1)(q  1).
Take a satisfying Jacobi symbol Na ¼ 1. Then choose e 2 Z with


1
gcd e; /ðN Þ ¼ 1;
2

1
1 < e < /ðN Þ:
2




We can compute d 2 Z, satisfying ed  12 14 /ðN Þ þ 1 mod 12 /ðN Þ ; 1 <
d < 12 /ðN Þ. And then open a, e, N as public key and keep d as secret key.
Encryption algorithm
Suppose that plaintext x 2 ZN , gcd(x, N) = 1. Then
( 2e
 
x mod N ;
if Nx ¼ 1;
EðxÞ ¼
 
2e
ðaxÞ mod N ; if Nx ¼ 1:
Ciphertext is (E(x), c1, c2) where
(
(
 
0; x > N2 ;
0; if Nx ¼ 1;
 
c1 ¼
¼
c
2
1; x < N2 ;
1; if Nx ¼ 1:
Decryption algorithm
If c2 = 0, then x2e  E(x)(mod N). Compute
1

EðxÞd  x2ed  x1þ4/ðN Þ  xðmod N Þ:
Then plaintext x can be obtained from c1.
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If c2 = 1, then (ax)2e  E(x)(mod N). Compute
d

1þ1/ðN Þ

2ed

 axðmod N Þ:
EðxÞ  ðaxÞ  ðaxÞ 4
1
d
That is, x  ±a (E(x)) (mod N). Therefore, plaintext x can be obtained from c1.
For the detailed discussion about the improved RSA cryptosystem such as the
parameters choosing and security prove, the interested reader can refer to [13,14].
In below, we will introduce the improved RSA signature scheme.
2.2. Improved RSA signature scheme
Signer A chooses system parameters p, q, N, a, e and d, which satisfying the
same conditions as the improved RSA cryptosystem (for instance, p and q are
two security primes). A publishes a, e, N as her public key and keeps d as her
private key. Furthermore, an universal one-way hash function H 0 : f0; 1g !
ZN is published.
Signing algorithm
Suppose user B wants to get As signature on message m. A will run the following steps:
(1) Apply H0 to get H0(m).

(2) Compute c1, satisfying H 0NðmÞ ¼ ð1Þc1 .
(3) Compute S = (ac1H0(m))d(mod N), where
c 2
ðð1Þ 1 Þ ¼ 1.
(4) Send (m, S, c1) as a signature on m to B.



ac1 H 0 ðmÞ
N



¼

ac1 H 0 ðmÞ
N

N

¼

Veriﬁcation algorithm
After receiving (m, S, c1), B checks its validity by the following equation:
?

1/ðN Þþ1

2ed

S 2e ¼ðac1 H 0 ðmÞÞ  ðac1 H 0 ðmÞÞ4
 ac1 H 0 ðmÞðmod N Þ:
If it holds, (m, S, c1) will be accepted, otherwise, it will be rejected.
The improved RSA signature scheme is secure, which security is based on
factoring problem. In Section 4, we will prove it in the Random Oracle model.
2.3. Description of Shoup protocol
In a threshold signature scheme, any sub signature should be veriﬁed before
combining the whole signature. Thus, we have to consider such a veriﬁcation
protocol. In 2000, Shoup proposed an eﬀective veriﬁcation protocol in [15].
The protocol has been largely applied in secret share and threshold scheme,
such as in [16–18]. Therefore, we brieﬂy review the protocol in below:
Assume m1, m2 2 Z14/ðN Þ , signer S owns private key d, and h1, h2 2 Zn such that
h1  md1 ðmod N Þ;

h2  md2 ðmod N Þ:
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By running the following protocol, S will convinces veriﬁer V that she indeed owns the secret d, but not expose it.
Let Hs be a secure hash function. To illustrate clearly, we denote the protocol as Shoup(m1, m2, h1, h2, d).
(1) S selects w2R Z14/ðN Þ , computes a1 and a2
a1  mw1 ðmod N Þ;

a2  mw2 ðmod N Þ

and computes c = Hs(m1, m2, h1, h2, a1, a2) and r = dc + w, then sends
(r, a1, a2) as the proof of knowing the secret d.
(2) V computes c = Hs(m1, m2, h1, h2, a1, a2), and then checks
mr1  hc1  a1 ðmod N Þ;

mr2  hc2  a2 ðmod N Þ:

If they both hold, V can be convinced that S indeed own the secret d.
Shoup(m1, m2, h1, h2, d) is an eﬃcient protocol, the security can refer to [15].
3. The proposed scheme
In this section, we will propose our robust (k, n) + 1 threshold proxy signature scheme based on factoring. To illustrate clearly, we divide it into ﬁve
phases: System initialization, Proxy share generation, Proxy share verifying,
Signing phase and Verifying phase.
3.1. System initialization
An original signer p0 chooses two distinct secure primes p, q randomly, satisfying p  q  3(mod 4).
 Let N = p Æ q, then /(N) = (p  1)(q  1). Take a satisfying Jacobi symbol Na ¼ 1. Then choose e 2 Z with


1
1
gcd e; /ðN Þ ¼ 1; 1 < e < /ðN Þ:
2
2



Compute
d 2 Z,
satisfying
ed  12 14 /ðN Þ þ 1 mod 12 /ðN Þ ; 1 <
d < 12 /ðN Þ. Finally, p0 publishes a, e, N as her public key and keeps d as her
secret key.


Let H 1 : f0; 1g ! Z1/ðN Þ ; H 2 : f0; 1g ! Z1/ðN Þ be public hash functions.
4

4

3.2. Proxy share generation
Suppose that the original signer p0 wants to delegete her signing capacity to
n proxy signers p1, p2, . . . , pn and a trusted dealer pd in such a way that a proxy
signature can be created by any subset of k or more members from n proxy
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signers together with the trusted dealer. To meet this requirement, she should
run the following steps:
(1) The original signer p0 ﬁrst makes a warrant mw, which records the delegation policy including limits of authority, valid periods of delegation and
the identiﬁers of the original signer, trusted dealer and proxy signers etc.
Then
she computes H1(mw)1, satisfying H 1 ðmw Þ1  H 1 ðmw Þ 

1
1 mod 4 /ðN Þ , and publishes the warrant mw.


(2) The original signer p0 selects dt randomly,
satisfying gcd d t ; 12 /ðN Þ ¼ 1.

1
Meanwhile let d 0  d  d t  H 1 ðmw Þ mod 12 /ðN Þ , where 1 < d t <
1
1
/ðN Þ; 1 < d 0 < 4 /ðN Þ. Here d0 is called the shadow of the original
2
signers private key d.


1
1
(3) The original signer p0 computes d 1
t , satisfying d t  d t  1 mod 2 /ðN Þ .
(4) The original signer p0 randomly chooses a polynomial f ðxÞ 2 Z14/ðN Þ ½x of
degree k  1 with d0 = f(0). Also, she chooses at random x1 ; x2 ; . . . ;
xn 2 Z14/ðN Þ satisfying


1
ð1Þ
gcd xi  xj ; /ðN Þ ¼ 1 ði 6¼ jÞ:
4
So f(x) = d0 + c1x +    + ck1xk1.
(5) The original signer p0 can compute yi = f(xi) over Z14/ðN Þ ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n.
Clearly, if yil (l = 1, 2, . . . , k) are known, then from the interpolation formula we can get


Y
X
1
1
ð2Þ
d 0  f ð0Þ 
y il
ðxiw Þðxil  xiw Þ
mod /ðN Þ :
4
16l6k
16w6k;w6¼l

(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)


1 
From Eq. (1), we can see that ðxil  xiw Þ mod 14 /ðN Þ exists and so Eq.
(2) is computable.
The original signer p0 chooses the following parameters for users: N, e, a,
(i, xi) (i = 1, 2, . . ., n). And compute


1
1
ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ;
ð3Þ
zi  y i b
mod /ðN Þ
4


where b = 1 6 j <i 6 n(xi  xj), b1 satisfying b  b1  1 mod 14 /ðN Þ .
From Eq. (1), b1 mod 14 /ðN Þ is computable.
The original signer p0 chooses gt ; g1 ; g2 ; . . . ; gn 2 Z14/ðN Þ at random, and
d 1
computes Gt  gt t ðmod N Þ; and Gi  gzi i ðmod N Þ ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ.
The original signer p0 secretly sends (i, zi), i = 1, 2, . . . , n to n proxy signers
pi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), also sends d 1
to the trusted dealer secretly.
t
Finally, The original signer p0 publishes all gi, Gi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and gt,
G t.
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3.3. Proxy share verifying
Each proxy signers pi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) can verify his key zi by checking the following equation:
gzi i  Gi ðmod N Þ:

ð4Þ

If Eq. (4) holds, the key belongs
to him is valid. Otherwise, it is invalid. The
d 1
trusted dealer also can use gt t  Gt ðmod N Þ to verify d 1
t .
3.4. Signing phase
Assume a message m should be signed. For simplicity, we will only discuss




the situation when H 2NðmÞ ¼ 1. Any m, satisfying H 2NðmÞ ¼ 1, can easily be
 0
 
turned into m 0 , where mN ¼ 1, by multiplying a factor a, satisfying Na ¼ 1.
The trusted dealer takes part in the whole signing activity. He is up to collecting all valid sub signatures and combining the whole signature. The detail
steps as follows:
(1) Every proxy signer pi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) computes si  H2(m)zi(mod N), and
sends si to the trusted dealer.
(2) The trusted dealer receives si, he can run Shoup(gi, H2(m), Gi, si, zi) with the
proxy signer pi to verify si is valid.
(3) In such a way, dealer can obtain any k valid sub messages sil
(l = 1, 2, . . . , k), then he can form the whole signature.
00
(4) From xil and N published by the original signer p0, dealer can compute b
and bl (l = 1, 2, . . . , k).
Hence
Q
Y
b0 16w6k;w6¼l ðxiw Þ
b
0
00
Q
b ¼
:
ð5Þ
ðxil  xiw Þ; b ¼ 0 ; bl ¼
b
16l;w6k;w6¼l ðxil  xiw Þ
16l;w6k;w<l
(5) Then, dealer can compute sign:
Pk
Pk
Yk b b00
zi b b00
b00
zi b
l
l¼1 l l
l¼1 l l
s

H
ðmÞ

H
ðmÞ
sign 
2
2
i
l¼1 l
Q
ðxiw Þ
Pk
Pk
b00 b1 b0
y Q 16w6k;w6¼l
l¼1 il
ðxi xiw Þ
b00 b1
y i bl
16l;w6k;w6¼l l
l¼1 l
 H 2 ðmÞ
 H 2 ðmÞ
b00 b1 b0 d 0

 H 2 ðmÞ

d

 H 2 ðmÞ 0 ðmod N Þ:

ð6Þ

0
(6) From d 1
t , dealer can compute sign :
1

sign0  signd l  H 2 ðmÞ

d 0 d 1
l
0

 H 2 ðmÞ

dH 1 ðmw Þ1

ðmod N Þ:

ð7Þ

(7) Finally, dealer sends (sign , m) as a signature of message m to a veriﬁer.
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3.5. Verifying phase
When a veriﬁer receives a signature (sign 0 , m), he should run the following
steps to verify its validity.
(1) Check the proxy warrant mw, and compute H1(mw).
(2) Verify the following equation:
ðsign0 Þ

2eH 1 ðmw Þ

 H 2 ðmÞ

2eH 1 ðmw ÞdH 1 ðmw Þ1

2ed

 H 2 ðmÞ

 H 2 ðmÞðmod N Þ:

 H 2 ðmÞ

1þ14/ðN Þ

ð8Þ

If it holds, the proxy signature (sign 0 , m) is accepted, otherwise, it will be
rejected.

4. Security analysis
In this section, we mainly discuss the security of the proposed scheme.
Here, we ﬁrst prove that the improved RSA signature scheme in Section 2.2
is secure in Random Oracle Model. The main proof idea is similar to FDH signature schemes proof [19]. Here, we denote Cost( Æ ) as the main cost of reduction and assume c1 = 0 for proving theorem clearly.
Theorem 1. Suppose RSA 1 is a (s 0 ,  0 )-secure. Then, for any qsig, qhash, the
improved RSA signature scheme is (s, qsig, qhash, )-secure, where
s ¼ s0  ðqsig þ qhash þ 1Þ  CostðÞ;
 ¼ ðqsig þ qhash þ 1Þ  0 :
Proof. Suppose A is a forger, who can (s, qHp, qsig, )-break the improved RSA
signature. we can construct a algorithm S which takes N, e, y as input and can
compute x, satisfying x2e  y(mod N) in t 0 steps and  0 probability where
s0 ¼ s þ ðqH p þ qsig þ 1Þ  CostðÞ;

1

Here, RSA denotes the improved RSA cryptosystem.

ð9Þ
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0 ¼


:
ðqsig þ qhash þ 1Þ
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ð10Þ

Algorithm S is given as input(N, e, y) where N, e, d were obtained by
running the generator RSA(1k), k is a secure parameter, and y was chosen at
random from ZN . It is trying to ﬁnd a x such that x2e  y(mod N).
Algorithm S simulates a run of an improved RSA scheme to the forge A.
Also, S should answer As hash function queries and signature oracle queries.
For simplicity, we assume that if A makes sign m then it has already made hash
oracle query m. It is easily seen to be wlog. Let q = qsig + qhash. Algorithm S
picks an integer j from {1, . . . , q} at random. Then, we can describe how S
answers oracle queries. Here i is a counter, initially 0.
Suppose A makes hash oracle query m. Algorithm S increments i and sets
mi = m. If i = j then it sets yi = y and return yi. Else it picks ri at random in ZN ,
sets y i  r2e
i ðmod N Þ, and returns yi.
Alternatively, suppose A makes signing m. By assumption, there was
already a hash query of m, so m = mi for some i. Let S return the corresponding ri as the signature.
Eventually, A returns an attempted forgery (m, x), and S outputs x.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that m = mi for some i. In this case,
if (m, x) is valid forgery, then with probability at least 1q, we have i = j and
x  y di  y d ðmod N Þ.
The main cost of algorithm S is that of running the original signer A, hash
function queries and signature oracle queries. Thus we can add these values
and give the running time in Eq. (9). h
We have proved the improved RSA signature scheme is secure in Theorem
1. Then, let us discuss the important role dealer in our scheme. The dealer has
the following characteristics:
• The dealer is trusted by both the original signer and the proxy signers.
• The dealer participates in all signing activities and takes charge of collecting
sub signatures and combining the whole signature.
• The dealer cannot generate a valid proxy signature without interacting with
the k or more members in n proxy signers. From Eqs. (6) and (7), he could
not get d0 from H2(m)d0.
With above characteristic, the dealer can become a witness of all valid proxy
signatures and our scheme will be more convenient and more security.
From Theorem 1 and characteristic of the dealer, in below, we will discuss
the proposed (k, n) + 1 threshold proxy signature scheme satisﬁes all the security requirements.
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• Veriﬁability: From Eqs. (1)–(8), it is obvious that the proposed scheme satisﬁes veriﬁability.
• Unforgeability: From Theorem 1 and the role of dealer, anyone except the
original signer cannot generate a valid proxy key. Unforgeability is satisﬁed.
• Undeniablity: Once a proxy signer pi participated in signing a message, he
cannot repudiate it, because the dealer can identify him. On the other hand,
though the original signer p0 can also generate the same proxy signature for
any message as the proxy signers create, the dealer can identiﬁes whether the
signature is signed by the proxy signer or not as his participation in the signing. Therefore, in this sense, the proposed scheme satisﬁes undeniablity.
• Robustness: Assume at least k proxy
signers ally to attack the original sign
ers private key, they may get d 0 mod 14 /ðN Þ . But without the trusted dealers participation, they could not get the original signers private key d.
Hence the proposed scheme satisﬁes robustness.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed the ﬁrst robust (k, n) + 1 threshold proxy
signature scheme based on factoring. The scheme not only inherits the general
threshold proxy signature schemes merits, but also has the multi-proxy signature schemes advantage. Furthermore, our scheme also satisﬁes robustness.
However, there is a new role dealer employed in our scheme. As dealer is trustable in all signing activities, therefore, in our future work, we would pay more
attention on the dealers duties.
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